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Closed distribution systems 
Past, present and future 

1. Introduction 
 
Within the various energy user systems, closed distribution systems (CDSs) represent a set of systems 
that have not been treated very much to date, but whose role may become increasingly important for 
the development of the competitiveness of industrial, tertiary and commercial energy systems. In 
particular, the recent Directive (EU) 2019/944 has renewed the definition of CDSs without major changes 
to its substance, but by setting the instrument in the context of the renewed energy market. 
In order to develop the regulation of CDSs, which should include the possibility of also setting up new 
CDSs, it is useful to note that Italy has one of the most advanced CDS regulations in Europe. 
The purpose of this study is to carry out a summary survey of the state of implementation of CDS in Italy 
since their initial definition, in order to recall the current regulatory arrangements with a view to laying 
the foundations for a subsequent new development of the CDS discipline. Although the study refers 
specifically to the Italian experience, the elements and considerations are well suited to their application 
at a general level. 
 

2. Evolution of the definition of closed distribution system 
 
2.1 DCSs in the Directive 2009/72/CE 
 
The definition of closed distribution system appears for the first time in European law with Directive 
2009/72/EC. The main precondition for the establishment of a closed distribution system is that where 
such a system is used to ensure the optimal efficiency of an integrated energy supply requiring specific 
operational rules or where a closed distribution system is maintained primarily for the use of the system 
owner, it should be possible to exempt the distribution system operator from obligations that would 
constitute an unnecessary administrative burden due to the particular nature of the relationship between 
the distribution system operator and system users. Industrial, commercial or shared service sites, such 
as railway station buildings, airports, hospitals, large campsites with integrated facilities or chemical 
industry establishments may include closed distribution systems due to the specialised nature of their 
operation1. 
What is considered by the above mentioned Directive outlines what are the profiles of the particular 
network regime constituted by closed distribution systems; more in detail, the Directive limits the scope 
of closed distribution systems to cases where the system distributes electricity within an industrial, 
commercial site or geographically limited shared services when: 

• it is necessary to ensure the optimal efficiency of an integrated energy supply that requires 
specific operational standards; 

• the system is maintained primarily for the use of the system owner. 
 
The precise definition of a closed distribution system is referred to in Article 28 of the aforementioned 
Directive. 
 
 
 

 
1 Whereas (30) of the Directive 2009/72/EC. 
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Articolo 28 – Closed distribution systems 
1. Member States may require national regulatory authorities or other competent authorities to classify 
as a closed distribution system a system which distributes electricity within a geographically limited 
industrial, commercial or shared services site and, subject to paragraph 4, does not supply household 
customers, if: 
a) for specific technical or safety reasons, the operations or production process of the users of the system 
in question are integrated, or 
b) the system distributes electricity primarily to the owner or operator of the system or their related 
undertakings. 
 
The Citiworks judgment of the Court of Justice of the European Communities (Case C-439/06) played a 
central role in generating the definition of TDI in the Directive2 as a result of which, the European 
Commission considered it appropriate to provide for the possibility for Member States to exempt certain 
systems from the application of the general rules on distribution systems in order to avoid unnecessary 
administrative burdens: such are the systems where the nature of the relationship between the 
distribution system operator and system users is very different from that commonly found for the 
"public" network. 
 
But on the basis of what criteria is it possible to classify a distribution system as "closed"? These criteria 
are set out in Article 28(1) of the Directive. 

- The first point is that the closed distribution system must be located on a geographically limited 
site3. This distinguishes it from the general public network. It also means that it would not be 
possible, in general, for users located outside the site to be connected to the closed distribution 
system. 

- Secondly, the site should be an industrial, commercial or shared service site. As already 
mentioned, several examples of such sites, including hospitals and chemical industry sites, are 
given in recital (30) of the said Directive. The site does not need to have a commercial function, 
as indicated by the inclusion of hospitals among the examples, but the site cannot be used to 
supply domestic customers. Incidental use by a household is covered by Article 28(4). Only 
incidental use of the closed distribution system by households having an employment or similar 
relationship with the owner of the site is compatible with the classification of the system as a 
closed distribution system. In particular, the total number of households shall be small. The 
definition of what constitutes a relationship similar to an employment relationship depends on 

 
2 In Citiworks, the Court was asked whether the obligation imposed on Member States by Article 20(1) of Directive 
2003/54/EC (4 ), now Article 32(1) of Directive 2009/72, to ensure that free access to transmission and distribution 
systems is provided (5 ) applies to a system which supplies electricity only to its operator, the managing body of 
Leipzig/Halle airport, and 93 other undertakings established in the area of that airport. The Court found, first, that that 
system was to be regarded as a distribution system because Directive 2003/54 did not lay down conditions relating to 
the size of the system or to electricity consumption. Second, the Court held that Article 20(1) of Directive 2003/54 was 
applicable to the system in question because free access by third parties to the distribution system was one of the 
essential measures which the Member States were required to implement in order to complete the internal market in 
electricity, and that system did not fall within the scope of any exception or derogation from the obligation to provide 
free access laid down in Directive 2003/54. Following the Court's judgment in the Citiworks case, there was increased 
concern that the requirements laid down in Directive 2003/54 were too burdensome for distribution system operators 
such as the one at issue in that judgment. Therefore, Directive 2009/72 introduced the notion of 'closed distribution 
systems', whose operators are entitled to exemption from certain obligations under that Directive. 
https://eur-lex.europa.eu/legal-content/IT/TXT/?uri=CELEX:62017CC0262 
European Court of Justice Opinion of Advocate General E. Tanchev, delivered on 13 September 2018 
3 Due to the fact that they operate on confined geographical sites serving only non-domestic customers, CDSs will have 
no more than 100,000 customers, Member States will therefore be allowed to apply the provisions of Article 26(4) of 
the Electricity and Gas Directives, which allow Member States not to require such TSOs to be unbundled. 
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the precise circumstances, in particular the historical relationship between the owner and the 
users of the system, e.g. when a company that has developed a distribution system exclusively 
for its own operations subsequently splits into several separate companies. 
Finally, the site must meet one of the two additional criteria set out in Article 28(1) in order to 
be classified as a closed distribution system. These are: 
(1) for specific technical or security reasons, the operations or production process of the system 
users are integrated; or 
(2) the system mainly distributes electricity to the owner or operator of the system or to the 
relevant undertakings. 

 
In relation to the last two criteria mentioned, the Commission itself provides some useful clarifications, 
in particular: 

• criterion (1) captures situations where several companies jointly use a distribution system that 
optimises an integrated energy supply or requires specific technical, safety or operational 
standards. This is particularly common in industrial sites where, for example, heat generated 
from electricity generation is used in the production process of other system users. Another 
reason could be where site users need to operate with different standards of reliability than those 
that apply to the public grid, e.g. in relation to frequency. The interrelation between the 
operations of users of such systems means that it should be possible for them to reach an 
agreement to ensure that the externalities associated with their operations are duly taken into 
account. It is for Member States to define precisely the circumstances in which this criterion 
would be met; 

• criterion (2) allows an amended regulatory regime to be established where an undertaking has 
allowed users to connect to a system developed for the undertaking's own use. 

 
An important point to note is that closed distribution systems are distribution systems and do not 
constitute a new and separate category of systems. Therefore, the general obligations that apply to 
public distribution system operators also cover CDSs operators. In particular, the obligation to grant 
third party access to the system also applies to CDSs. 
 
2.1 CDSs in the Directive (EU) 2019/944 
 
The definition of closed distribution system has also been taken over by Directive (EU) 2019/944 using 
in practice the same conditions already defined by the previous Directive and introducing new 
conditions as well as clarifying that such systems are to all intents and purposes distribution networks. 
More specifically, Article 38 of the above mentioned Directive provides that Member States may provide 
that regulatory or other competent authorities may classify as a closed distribution system a system 
which distributes electricity within a geographically limited industrial, commercial or shared services site 
and, subject to certain special conditions (mentioned in paragraph 4 of the above mentioned Article 38), 
may also classify as a closed distribution system a system which distributes electricity within a 
geographically limited industrial, commercial or shared services site and, subject to certain special 
conditions (mentioned in paragraph 4 of the above mentioned Article 38)4) doesn't supply civilian 
customers if (a) for specific technical or security reasons, the operations or production process of the 
users of that system are integrated or (b) the system mainly distributes electricity to the owner or 
operator of the system or to their related undertakings. Furthermore, as mentioned above, the Directive 

 
4 The accidental use by a limited number of households employed by, or linked to, the owner of the distribution system 
and located in the area served by a closed distribution system shall be without prejudice to the granting of the 
exemptions referred to in paragraph 2. 
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provides that closed distribution systems shall be considered as distribution systems and may be 
exempted by the regulatory authorities from the following set of obligations: 
a) the obligation referred to in Article 31(5) and (7) to acquire the energy it uses to cover energy 

losses and ancillary non-frequency services of its system in accordance with transparent, non-
discriminatory and market-based procedures; 

 
Article 31 - Tasks of distribution system operators 
 
5. Each distribution system operator shall act as a market-neutral facilitator in purchasing the energy it uses to 
cover energy losses in its system according to transparent, non-discriminatory and market-based procedures, 
when fulfilling this function. 
 
7. In carrying out the tasks referred to in paragraph 65, the distribution system operator shall procure the non 
frequency ancillary services necessary for its system according to transparent, non-discriminatory and market-
based procedures, unless the regulatory authority has assessed the market-based provision of non frequency 
ancillary services as not being economically inefficient and granted a derogation. The obligation to acquire non-
frequency ancillary services shall not apply to fully integrated network components.. 

 
b) the obligation under Article 6(1) to ensure that tariffs, or the methodologies underlying their 

calculation, are approved in accordance with Article 59(1)6, before their entry into force; 
 
Article 6 - Third party access 
 
1. Member States shall ensure the implementation of a system of third party access to transmission and distribution 
systems based on published tariffs, applicable to all customers, and applied objectively and without discrimination 
between system users. Member States shall ensure that tariffs, or the methodologies underlying their calculation, 
are approved in accordance with Article 59 prior to their entry into force and that tariffs and methodologies, 
where only the latter have been approved, are published prior to their entry into force. 
 

c) the obligation referred to in Article 32(1) to acquire flexibility services and the obligation referred 
to in Article 32(3) to develop its system on the basis of network development plans; 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
5 Where a distribution system operator is responsible for acquiring products and services necessary for the efficient, 
reliable and secure operation of the distribution system, rules adopted by the distribution system operator for that 
purpose shall be objective, transparent and non-discriminatory and shall be developed in coordination with 
transmission system operators and other relevant market participants. The terms and conditions, including rules and 
tariffs where applicable, for the supply of such products and the provision of such services to distribution system 
operators shall be established in accordance with Article 59(7) in a non-discriminatory and cost-reflective manner and 
shall be published. 
6 Article 59, Tasks and powers of regulatory authorities - The regulatory authority shall have the following tasks: [...] to 
establish or approve, on the basis of transparent criteria, transmission or distribution tariffs or the methodologies 
underlying their calculation, or both. 
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Article 32 - Incentives for the use of flexibility in distribution networks 
 
1. Member States shall define the regulatory framework necessary to enable and encourage distribution system 
operators to acquire flexibility services, including congestion management in their areas, in order to operate and 
develop the distribution system more efficiently. In particular, the regulatory framework shall ensure that 
distribution system operators are able to procure such services from providers of distributed generation, demand 
management or energy storage and shall promote the adoption of energy efficiency measures when such services 
reduce in a cost-effective manner the need to increase or replace electricity capacity and facilitate the efficient 
and secure operation of the distribution system. Distribution system operators shall procure such services in 
accordance with transparent, non-discriminatory and market-based procedures, unless the regulatory authorities 
have determined that the acquisition of such services is not economically efficient or would lead to market 
distortions or increased congestion. 
 
3. The development of a distribution system shall be based on a transparent network development plan which the 
distribution system operator shall publish at least every two years and submit to the regulatory authority. The 
network development plan shall provide transparency regarding the necessary medium and long-term flexibility 
services and specify the planned investments for the next five to ten years, in particular the main distribution 
infrastructure needed to connect new generation capacity and new loads, including charging points for electric 
vehicles. The network development plan shall also cover the use of demand management, energy efficiency, energy 
storage facilities or other resources that the distribution system operator uses as an alternative to system 
expansion. 
 

d) the obligation referred to in Article 33(2) not to own, develop, operate or operate charging points 
for electric vehicles; 
 
Article 33 - Integration of electromobility into the electricity grid 
 
2. Distribution system operators may not own, develop, operate or operate charging points for electric vehicles, 
except where distribution system operators own private charging points exclusively for their own use. 
 
 

e) the obligation referred to in Article 36(1) not to own, develop, operate or operate energy storage 
facilities. 
 
Article 36 - Ownership of energy storage facilities of distribution system operators 
 
1. Distribution system operators may not own, develop, operate or maintain energy storage facilities. 
 

 
Where an exemption is granted under paragraph 2, the applicable tariffs, or the methodologies 
underlying their calculation, shall be reviewed and approved in accordance with Article 59(1) of Directive 
(EU) 2019/944 at the request of a user of the closed distribution system. 
 
3. CDSs in Italy 
 
2.1 The transposition of the Directive 2009/72/EC 
 
In Italy, Directive 2009/727 EC was implemented by Legislative Decree no. 93/2011 which, in relation 
to closed distribution systems, established the following: 
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Closed distribution system (pursuant to Legislative Decree no. 93/20117) 
« Without prejudice to the rules relating to efficient user systems as per article 2, paragraph l, letter t), of 
Legislative Decree no. 115 of 20088, closed distribution systems are internal user networks as defined in 
Article 33 of Law No 99/2009 of 23 July 2009 and other private electricity networks defined in accordance 
with Article 30(27) of Law No 99/2009.9 (...)». 

 
CDSs include the internal user networks (IUN – RIU in Italian) that were previously defined by Law No 
99/2009 (see Article 33 of that Law) 
 

Internal user network 
"An internal user network (IUN-RIU) is defined as an electricity network whose layout complies with all 
the following conditions: 
a) it is a network existing at the date of entry into force of this law (Aug. 15th, 2009), or it is a network for 
which, on the same date, construction work has been started or all the authorizations provided for by 
current legislation have been obtained; 
b) it connects industrial consumption units, i.e. it connects industrial consumption units and electricity 
production units functionally essential for the industrial production process, provided that they are 
included in areas insisting on the territory of no more than three adjacent municipalities, or of no more 
than three adjacent provinces only if the production units are powered by renewable sources; 
c) is a grid not subject to the obligation to connect third parties, without prejudice to the right of each party 
included in the same grid to connect, as an alternative to the grid with the obligation to connect third 
parties; 
d) it is connected via one or more connection points to a grid with a third party connection obligation at a 
nominal voltage of not less than 120 kV; 
(e) it has a responsible person acting as the sole operator of the same network. This person may be 
different from the holders of the consumption or production units, but may not hold electricity transmission 
and dispatching or distribution concessions". 

 
In practice, to say that CDSs other than RIUs are the other private networks that meet the definition of 
CDSs - the other CDSs (ASDC) - means to include in the list of CDSs also the other aforementioned 
private networks existing, however, on the date of entry into force of the law that established the criteria 
for the identification of the same CDSs, i.e. August 15, 2009. 

 
7 Article 38, paragraph 5, of Legislative Decree No 93/2011 
8 Efficient user system (SEU): system in which one or more electricity production plants powered by renewable sources 
or in high-efficiency cogeneration, managed by the same producer, possibly different from the final customer, are 
directly connected, through a private connection without the obligation to connect third parties,  to the consumption 
unit of a single final customer (natural or legal person) and are made within an area, without interruption, net of roads, 
railways, watercourses and lakes, owned or at the full availability of the same customer and partly made available to 
the manufacturer or owners of the relevant production equipment. 
9 In order to guarantee and improve the quality of the electricity service to end customers connected, through private 
networks with possible internal production, to the national electricity system referred to in Article 2 of Legislative 
Decree no. 79 of 16 March 1999, the Ministry of Economic Development shall determine, within one hundred and 
twenty days of the date of entry into force of this law, new criteria for defining the relationships between the network 
operator, the distribution companies under concession, the owner of the private networks and the end customer 
connected to these networks. The Electricity and Gas Authority (now ARERA) is in charge of implementing the above 
criteria in order to reconcile and safeguard the rights acquired, also with reference to the need for a rational use of 
existing resources. 
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The general definition of a closed distribution system is provided by the Regulatory Authority for Energy, 
Networks and Environment (ARERA) in Annex A to Resolution 539/2015/R/eel (containing the integrated 
text of closed distribution systems - TISDC):  
“Closed distrbution service (CDS) is a private electricity network, which distributes electricity within a 
geographically limited industrial, commercial or shared services site and which, except in the cases 
referred to in Article 6(6.1) of the TISDC, does not supply civil customers. This system, in the ownership 
and management of parties other than Terna and the concessionary distribution companies, is 
characterised by the fact that, for specific technical or security reasons, the operations or production 
process of the users of the system in question are integrated or by the fact that it distributes electricity 
mainly to the owner or operator of the system or to their related companies. The set of TDIs can be 
divided into the following two sub-sets: internal user networks (RIU) and other CDSs (ASDC)”. 
 
On the defining issue, with particular reference to the role of CDSs and the type of network associated 
with them, ARERA recently intervened with resolution 558/2019/R/eel. With this resolution, the ARERA 
intended to clarify the scope of the distinction of the roles of the networks previously divided simply 
between public and private networks by clarifying, in particular, that both these networks have an 
obligation to connect third parties.10, the former, like the ASDCs, are 'networks with the obligation to 
connect only connectable third parties', while the distribution networks operated by the licensee 
operators referred to in Article 9 of Legislative Decree 79/99 are 'networks with the obligation to connect 
all third parties'.  
For the definition of a connectable third party it is necessary to refer to a territorial principle (the only 
users that may arise within the territorial perimeter in which the CDS network is located and functional 
(according to the principles expressed by the definition of CDS). 
In view of the above, the ARERA has further specified the taxonomy of the networks by distinguishing 
them according to the following. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
With regard to the limitation of the recognition of the CDS condition to existing systems only, the 
ARERA, in Resolution No. 558/2019/R/eel, expressly referred to the fact that Law No. 99/09 does not 
seem to provide for new private networks, referring to the transposition into national law of EU 
legislation on the subject; similarly, Article 38 of Legislative Decree No. 93/11, which limits itself to 
identifying CDSs only with the private networks referred to in Law No. 99/09, does not explicitly mention 
the possible creation of new CDSs, while Directive No. 2009/72/EC does not set any time constraints in 
this regard. It is therefore made clear that the abovementioned limitation is the result of a precise choice 

 
10 The third party access obligation translates into practice a general principle of Community derivation in the field of 
distribution (so-called third party access - TPA) according to which each party connected to a network can choose its 
seller on the free market. 

PUBLIC NETOWORKS 
networks with the obligation to 

connect all third parties 

PRIVATE NETWORKS 
networks with the obligation to 
connect only connectable third 

parties 

CONCESSIONARY 
NETWORK OPERATOR 

network operator with third-
party connection obligation 

PRIVATENETWORK OPERATOR 
network operator with the 
obligation to connect only 
connectable third parties 
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made by the Italian legislature, since European legislation does not impose such a condition. As is well 
known, the aforesaid transposition will have to be overcome by 31 December 2020 by the transposition 
of Directive (EU) 944/2020 and this could be an opportunity to overcome the aforesaid limitation by 
providing the conditions for the development of new CDSs (see prg. 4 below). 
 
 
2.1 Tariff benefits 
 
Tariff benefits are currently associated with the management regime of a TDI as set out below. 
 

• (2009) The RIU definition law initially stipulated that, as a general rule, system charges were to 
be paid on the entire consumption, except for RIUs where the variable components (energy 
share) of the fees to cover system charges were to be paid in relation to the only energy 
exchanged by RIU with the public grid. 

 
• (2014) In 2014, Decree-Law No 91/2014 converted into Law No 116/2014 rationalised the 

previous provisions by establishing that the general system for the payment of system charges 
is that for which they must be applied to consumption in any case supplied. In the case of internal 
user networks and SEUs (and equivalent systems), which entered into operation by December 
31, 2014, the fees covering general system charges, limited to the variable parts, are applied to 
electricity consumed and not taken from the grid, at a rate equal to 5% of the corresponding 
unit amounts due on the energy taken from the grid. Thus, the system exemption from payment 
of charges on self-consumed energy for permitted systems is no longer total, but partial. 

 
• (2017) Law No. 19 of 27 February 2017 converting Decree-Law No. 244 of 30 December 2016 

consolidated the new system for the payment of general system charges (currently in force). 
More specifically, the system for the payment of general charges, which, under the previous 
system in force until 31 December 2016, had to be paid by customers on the basis of 
consumption regardless of whether or not they were self-produced internally, was amended. 
This general regime did not apply, as already mentioned in the previous point, to particular cases 
such as internal user networks and efficient user systems, for which the rule was that the 
abovementioned tariff fees should be applied only to electricity withdrawn from the network 
(which entailed considerable economic savings in the case of self-production) unless a share of 
the contribution on consumption corresponding to only 5% of the total was paid. Under the new 
regime, it was established that these tariff charges should only be applied to the withdrawal of 
electricity from the grid, whatever the system of production and consumption, establishing this 
as a general regime and no longer as a specific one. It should be noted that the rule has not 
changed the types of systems that can be implemented, but has only intervened to establish 
how the system is called to cover general charges. 

 
As a consequence of the last of the previous points and as clarified by the ARERA with resolution 
276/2017/R/eel: 

• The system of applying network and system charges to electricity withdrawal alone applies in 
general to all existing systems that consume electricity on their own, it being understood that 
new systems can in practice only be set up on an SEU basis. As the national transposition of the 
definition of CDSs was limited to systems existing on 15 August 2009, no new CDS could be set 
up. 

• The exemption scheme on self-consumption for CDSs was extended not only to the CDSs but 
also to the 'other private electricity networks defined pursuant to Article 30(27) of Law No 
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99/2009', i.e. to other CDSs other than the CDSs (ASDC) existing on 15 August 2009 and 
referring only to the configuration and territorial scope identifiable on that date. 

 
2.1 Applicable regulation 
 
The methods of regulation of CDSs are defined at national level by resolution ARERA 539/2015/R/eel 
11. In a nutshell, each user of a CDS (a user that can be connected or connected to a CDS, i.e. an 
electricity producer user or a consumer falling within the industrial, tertiary or civil sector under certain 
conditions and falling within the criteria of functionality and territoriality of a CDS) is connected to what 
is recognised as a distribution network. This user, through the CDS, is directly connected to the market, 
the only difference being that the transport service for the physical delivery of the electricity purchased 
or for the delivery to the electricity system of the electricity produced and possibly fed into the grid is 
provided by the CDS operator and the tariffs for connection to and use of the grid are defined 
independently by the CDS operator. 
 
2.1.1 Methods of procurement contracts 
 
The regime for the operation of a TDI requires that exchanges of energy with the TDI network are 
regulated economically in the same way as exchanges of electricity with any distribution network. 
 
The following table summarises the items of electricity supply broken down into its main components 
and the quotas forming each component. 
 

 
 
 
Energy component 

 
The energy component is invoiced by the sales company in the market on the basis of the electricity 
exchanged with the network (of the CDS) at each point of connection of the various users with the 
network of the CDS on a par with any user connected to an electricity distribution network operated by 
a concessionaire. 
 
 

 
11 https://www.arera.it/it/docs/15/539-15.htm  
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Dispatching component (uplift component) 
 
The dispatching component is adjusted in the same way as for electricity. 
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With regard to the way in which dispatching regulations are regulated, a dispute is still in progress, 
which is in opposition to the choice of the ARERA to adopt the aforementioned regulations; in essence, 
the operators argue that the uplift charge should be applied only to the electricity exchanged by the 
CDS with the network to which the CDS is connected and that the economic effect of this regulation 
should be distributed among the various users in proportion to their withdrawal of electricity from the 
CDS network.12. The European Court of Justice also ruled on this dispute on 28 November 2018, but 
did not take a precise and definitive position on the matter, referring the final judgment to the national 
court and stating that "Articles 15(7) and 37(6)(b) of Directive 2009/72 must be interpreted as meaning 
that, in the absence of objective justification, they preclude national legislation such as that at issue in 
the main proceedings, which provides that the dispatching charges payable by users of a closed 
distribution system are to be calculated on the electricity exchanged with that system by each of the 
users of that system through the point at which their users connect to that system, where it is established, 
which is a matter for the national court to determine, that users of a closed distribution system are not 
in the same situation as other users of the public network and that the provider of the public network 
dispatching service bears limited costs in relation to those users of a closed distribution system.” 
The question of how the dispatching charges are to be applied is therefore still pending, and pending 
the decision of the national court, what is stated at the beginning of this paragraph applies. 
 
 
 
 

 
12 Ref. http://www.enusyst.eu/documents/Energy_user_system_V.0.pdf  
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Definition of tariffs for access and use of a TDI network 
 
The tariffs for access to and use of the CDS are defined independently by the CDS operator and do not 
need to be approved in advance by the national regulatory authority. The CDS operator takes them into 
account when defining them: 

• the fact that, as a distributor, it will be obliged to regulate the transmission service with the 
system operator to which it is interconnected by reason of the electricity flowing from this 
network into its network (the regulation in this case is part of the framework of rules and charges 
defined by the authority and applicable to network operators); 

• the costs incurred in transporting energy from the point of interconnection to the individual 
points where users connect to their own network 

 
 

 
 
 
Internal production regime 

 
The internal production it feeds into the TDI network is treated on an equal footing with any production 
it feeds into a third-party-connected network operated under concession: the feeds are in fact regulated 
at the wholesale market selling price. 
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Application of general system levies 

 
Contrary to the other components mentioned above, system charges are instead regulated according 
to the parameters of the energy exchange at the interconnection point so that, at least as far as the 
energy share of this component is concerned, a tariff benefit corresponding to the level of production 
within the CDS that is physically self-consumed within the system itself is realised. 
 

 
 
By applying such rules, the benefit of the TDI is, in principle, allocated entirely to the users of the CDS. 
The CDS operator is entitled, in agreement with the users, to allocate this benefit so that it can then be 
reallocated to production as is normally the case in any production and self-consumption system.13. 
 
2.2 Role and tasks of a CDS operator as a distributor 
 
The operator of the CDS is assigned practically all the tasks of a distributor, including the following: 

- the obligation to connect all connectable users who request it and to manage all our electricity 
transport contracts; 

- the obligation to allow all users to have free access to the market also directly, i.e. through the 
establishment of a new connection point with the concessionary network operator by territorial 

 
13 In this breakdown as well as in the definition of the internal tariff system of a CDS, it is good practice not to take 
discriminatory decisions. 
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area; in this context the CDS operator has the obligation to make its infrastructure available in 
order to be able to carry out this type of access if the network operator and concessionaire is 
unable to make a direct physical connection; 

- the responsibility for the installation and management of measuring equipment and flows to 
determine all the quantities underlying the market settlement and services. In this context, it 
should be remembered that the treatment of measures within a CDS must always be done on 
hourly basis; 

- the obligation to interface with the Integrated Information System (IIS) of the Single Buyer in 
order to manage the information flows underlying the aforementioned settlement processes 
(with the transmission of the measurements), the switching processes on the market, as well as 
all user management; 

- the obligation to pay to Cassa Servizi per Energia e Ambiente (CSEA) the system charges 
collected from transport users. 

 
2.3 Applicable unbundling regime 

 
For the purposes of unbundling discipline, the operator of a CDS is treated as an electricity distribution 
service operator with less than 5,000 withdrawal points. 
 
2.4 Current state of consistency of CDSs 
 
The current status of CDSs can be defined on the basis of the TDI list compilation processes carried out 
by ARERA, in particular by14: 

• Resolution 426/2018/R/eel of 02 August 2018 with regard to internal user networks (RIU); 
• Resolution 558/2019/R/eel of 19 December 2019 with regard to TDIs other than internal user 

networks (ASDC). 
 
(RIU) 

 
 

 
14 The first list of private electricity networks qualified as RIU was initially defined with Table 1 attached to Resolution 
ARG/elt52/10. This list, after the entry into force of the TISDC, has been included in the RIU Register which, over the 
years, has been amended and supplemented several times, most recently by Resolution 426/2018/R/eel and Resolution 
269/2019/R/eel.The Register of ASDCs was published for the first time with resolution 530/2018/R/eel and was 
integrated with subsequent resolutions 613/2018/R/eel, 680/2018/R/eel and 269/2019/R/eel; resolution 
558/2019/R/eel makes a further update. All the resolutions can be downloaded by www.arera.it  
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ASDC 
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4. Future developments in CDSs discipline 
 
On the basis of the definition of CDS set out in Directive 2009/72/EC, several Member States have 
transposed these provisions into their national legal systems, which however results in a differentiated 
framework between systems that have merely transposed the definition from systems where particular 
regimes have been associated with it in addition to the transposition of the definition. Italy was a case 
in point in the second group to which Spain has recently been added, which, like Italy, has accompanied 
the establishment of new CDSs with specific benefit allocations by placing them explicitly within the 
framework of general measures to support industry. 
 

Real Decreto-ley 20/2018, de 7 de diciembre, de medidas urgentes para el impulso de la competitividad 
económica en el sector de la industria y el comercio en España. 
[.....] 

CHAPTER II 
Measures to support the proper transition of the electro-intensive industry 

Article 3. Closed electricity distribution networks. 
1. The Government has the power to develop the figure of the electricity distribution network closed by 
regulation, for the supply of electricity to industrial activities which, for security reasons, are integrated 
in small geographical areas. 
2. To this end, within a maximum period of six months from the entry into force of this Royal Decree-
Law, the Government shall draw up a regulation laying down the procedure and requirements to be met 
for the granting of administrative authorisation for closed electricity distribution networks. These 
requirements shall include at least those relating to the economic and financial sustainability of the 
electricity system, ensuring operational security, preventing the fragmentation and redundancy of 
networks to supply consumers, preventing discrimination between groups of consumers with similar 
characteristics and minimising the environmental impact caused by networks. The authorisation may be 
withdrawn if the requirements for authorisation are no longer met. 
In addition, the aforementioned Royal Decree may regulate aspects relating to ownership of goods, 
conditions of access to closed electricity distribution networks, types of contracts and economic and 
technical obligations with the electricity system. 
3. The closed distribution networks must be authorised by the Directorate-General for Energy Policy and 
Mines of the Ministry of Ecological Transition, following a report by the National Commission for Markets 
and Competition, which analyses compliance with the requirements set out in point 2 and, in particular, 
the economic and financial sustainability of the electricity system. 
 
 
In the light of the above, the importance of the CDS instrument for the development of the 
competitiveness of industrial, tertiary and commercial systems is understood, provided that the 
discipline is released from the constraint that no new CDSs can be set up. 
 
For the development of (new) CDSs, it may be useful to recall what could potentially be the criteria for 
identifying such systems as derivable: 

• the interpretative note of the European Commission of 22 January 201015 (Interpretative note) 
which is believed to remain intact in the new transposition model; 

• by the regulations currently in force, which is also deemed to be fully applicable to the new 
systems. 

 
15 https://ec.europa.eu/energy/sites/ener/files/documents/2010_01_21_retail_markets.pdf  
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It should be noted that between the old and the new Directive, the criteria for setting up a CDS have 
not changed in practice and therefore the specific provisions in force for CDSs (unless new ones cannot 
be created) should remain valid for the future. The criteria for the identification and establishment of a 
CDS could be as follows. 
 

Criterion  Reference 
Typology CDSs are located at industrial, commercial or common 

service sites. The users connected to CDSs are industrial, 
commercial customers, entities that provide shared 
services 16. 

Art. 38 Directive (EU) 944/2019 and 
Interpretative note 

Functional Existence of specific technical or safety reasons that 
imply that the operations or production process of the 
users of the system in question are integrated: situations 
in which several parties share a distribution network that 
allows the optimisation of energy supply or requires 
specific technical, safety or management standards. 

Art. 38 Directive (EU) 944/2019 and 
Interpretative note 

Territorial TDIs are distribution systems implemented within a 
geographically limited site: the CDS operator cannot 
independently connect users located outside the site. 
The site can be identified as follows: 

- the presence of appropriate delimitations such as 
boundary walls or fences that make it possible to 
perimeter the industrial, commercial or service site to 
which the CDS is assigned is a functional element for 
the identification of the cadastral parcels comprising 
the territorial area on which a CDS is located: 

- where there are no boundary walls or fences, the 
perimeter of the CDS is defined by all the adjoining 
cadastral parcels on which the various users are 
located or which are affected only by the presence of 
the private network, and not by users of the private 
network if those parcels are included in the industrial, 
commercial or service site to which the CDS is 
assigned. 

 

Art. 38 Directive (EU) 944/2019, 
Interpretative note and TISDC17. 

 
 
 
 

 
16 The Commission would point out in this respect that only households hired by the owner of the distribution system, 
or linked to it by a similar constraint, must be identified flexibly, including households for which there are working 
relationships with companies linked to a CDS and initially belonging to the same corporate group as the owner of the 
CDS. 
17 Ref. article 5 Annex A to ARERA Resolution 539/2015/R/eel as subsequently amended and supplemented. 


